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News Aggregator Online1

Marc Torres, co-founder and CEO of News Aggregator Online, S.L. (NAO), was sitting in his office 

on the evening of June 22nd 2005 following a hard working day. He was not only tired but also 

worried. In the afternoon he had another long and heated discussion with his colleague, Carles Blanch,

about the future of the company, particularly about the business concept and the growth strategy. The 

discussions with Carles had been frequent during the last months and the disagreement on the basic 

questions had become stronger. Marc and Carles had been working quite well during the first years of 

NAO but now the deep disagreement about the future of the company worried him greatly.

Marc felt that he was at a crossroads. On the one hand, he was happy and much satisfied to have been

successful in starting a high-tech company that had created a powerful technology. After having 

developed products and solved financial problems, the company now stood on the edge of the growth

stage. However, the different viewpoints regarding the future of the company had led him to consider 

actually leaving the company and going back to the university. This would be a tough decision but one 

which Marc would have to give serious consideration if an agreement with Carles on the future growth 

strategy could not be reached. Instinctively Marc began to review the start-up process of NAO, the 

problems they have had until now, and the development of his relations with Carles. Perhaps, the 

present situation is the result of some errors of the past, he thought, and he did not want to make 

another wrong decision. 

Setting the Background

News Aggregator Online, S.L. was founded in Girona (Spain) in June 2000 by a group of young 

university graduates in the field of industrial engineering. In the meantime, the company developed an 

advanced system for tracking, classifying, managing, and distributing digital information, combining 

the most innovative technology with journalistic experience. In fact, NAO is an intermediary operating 

in the online news industry, also called a Web Content Aggregator (WCA). NAO delivers aggregated 

content to distributors and gives control to the subscriber. All of its services are subscription-based and 

targeted to the B2B sector. In exceptional cases, NAO has also licensed its technology for certain 

applications. For example, in 2003 NAO licensed its technology to a provider of government and 
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institutional information and gazettes. At that time, this provider used to have a large amount of 

personnel (documentalists and journalists) that did not provide any added-value. Very early in the 

morning they would read, select, and distribute information from those gazettes to CEOs, legal 

consultants, and managers. The licensed technology developed by NAO was able to ease this process, 

making it more efficient, and substituting this huge amount of personnel.

Technology, Products and Services developed by NAO

(1) Technology

The functioning of NAO’s technology can be summarised into four different steps: 1) search/track and 

capture; 2) categorisation/index; 3) customise and manage; and 4) integration.  

Figure 1 - The Four Main Steps in NAO’s technology

Firstly, NAO’s robots track relevant real-time information from an expansive list of publications in 

real time. An editorial staff carefully analyses and ranks each source for content quality and depth. 

New sources are continually added and refined based upon client requests and the changing online 

information landscape. In some cases, NAO also tracks images related to the news and even broadcast 

video and radio channels. Next, powerful filters enable businesses to tailor feeds based not only on the 

type of source but also content. Feeds can be built and filtered using keywords, Boolean logic, and any 

combination of several descriptive metadata fields, such as category, author, language, S&P industry 

codes, stock ticker symbols, and even geographic location. 

Once the information is categorised, NAO offers a management interface to customise all available 

options with the service: edit, delete, or introduce keywords, languages, sources of information, type 

of content, etc. NAO also provides an interface to select the design of news feeds, to save information 

into different folders, to set up news alerts and bulletins, and to search for historical information 

among other facilities. Finally, NAO provides a full list of integration options, including JavaScript, 

XML, RSS, and more. Generally, an easy-to-use JavaScript wizard delivers precise control over the 

look and feel of the feed and then delivers JavaScript code that can be simply pasted into an intranet or 

website.



(2) Products and Services

In the beginning, NAO focussed on offering aggregated content into customer’s applications such as: 

websites, intranets, enterprise portals, emails, etc. Until November 2002, NAO had marketed four 

services named: PackBásico, PackPlus, PackSilver, and PackGold. All these services are targeted to 

meet the needs of those websites trying to avoid the so-called Empty Portal Syndrome (lack of updated 

content in their pages). In November 2002, NAO introduced press-clipping services to its portfolio. 

The triggering event to this line of new services was an order that came from a very important player 

in the sector, Presscut.  Therefore, in January 2003, the services offered by NAO were divided in two

lines: press-clippings and website content.

Table 1 - Services from January 2003 to May 2005

Press-clipping Web content Technological Solutions

Number of topics 1  custom 1 custom

Newsletters, blogs, search 

engines, market analysis, 

repositories, platforms, etc.

Keywords 10 5

Access to news feeds’ 

database

Yes (3 months) Yes (1 month)

Folders 50 -

Mailing lists 3,000 mails -

Format XML and HTML XML, HTML, JavaScript, 

WAP, Flash,

Delivery Email FTP, HTTP, JavaScript

Options Up to 25 additional modules* Up to 20 additional modules*

Price €60/month €60/month Depending on the service

*These modules offered added facilities like: folders to store news feeds, real-time alerts, additional keywords, access to 

repositories of news feeds, etc. 

After NAO’s first round of investment in the summer of 2003, a new business plan was prepared and 

new services were offered. To the two existing lines of services a new one was added: Technological 

Solutions. This new line of services was aimed at taking advantage of NAO’s technology by applying 

it to meet the different needs of a firm. For example, a firm that had its own content but lacked a 

platform to efficiently classify and deliver this content to its employees, clients, or providers would 

acquire a license of NAO’s platform. Another example of the new target market was a firm that 

needed a search engine to search into the large amount of data in its intranet. Currently, in May 2005, 

NAO offers three main services: press-clipping, web content feeds, and customised solutions. Table 1 

above summarises the main characteristics of these services. NAO contributes to the creation of value 

by reducing the information searching costs and aggregating the offer. Customers can access news 

headlines, full-text articles, company data, and other content from several providers just dealing with 

NAO, lowering the number of interactions needed to conduct transactions.  



The Founding Team

Although the founding team was composed of seven people, only three of them have worked in the 

business. Carles Blanch, who can be considered the “inventor”, was 25 years old when the firm was 

founded in June 2000. Although he was finishing his master’s degree in industrial engineering at the 

University of Girona, he had always been interested in computers and programming. At the age of 12 

his parents bought him a computer, a Spectrum, and he started to self-learn programming. When 

someone asked him why he had chosen industrial engineering instead of computer science he 

answered that you did not need to study computer science to be able to program applications, you 

learn it by doing. He argued that what is really important when one needs to program something is to 

fully understand the phenomenon, and therefore a good and broad university study like the one 

provided by industrial engineering is the best. 

Carles comes from a family that has always been very entrepreneurial. His father, after working for 

several years in the plastic industry, created a factory that produces roll-ons and plastic packages for 

the cosmetic industry. When Carles was only 19, he created his first new firm with his uncle’s help. It 

was a helpdesk for users who were not familiar with computers providing telephone assistance for a 

monthly fee. He was the only worker and his uncle provided the funding. However, after six months 

the business was not very successful and it ceased its operations. Later, while studying his master’s 

degree, Carles began to work part-time for a website developing company in Barcelona. Some months 

later, he was invited to become a partner in the cooperative, so he left his studies and moved to live to 

Barcelona. His adventure lasted almost three years, the time that it took him to realise that his 

objectives were really different from his counterparts, so he quit and went back to the University in 

Girona where he met Marc.

Marc Torres, a 25 year-old industrial engineer, can be considered the “promoter” or lead entrepreneur 

of NAO. In 1999, he had joined the European Doctoral Programme in Entrepreneurship and Small 

Business Management, a PhD programme organized jointly by the Autonomous University of 

Barcelona and Växjö University (Sweden). At the University of Girona he was both teaching and 

working on his doctoral dissertation about “success factors of dotcom firms” when he met Carles. 

Actually, it was not the first time that they had met because they both had started their master’s degree 

in industrial engineering in 1993. However, each of them had his own circle of friends, although

Carles’s and Marc’s families knew each other and they had several friends in common.

Marc had always been a bright student, being the first in his class both in high school and in his 

master’s degree. During his doctoral studies he became interested in creating a new venture in the 

Internet, although he had no personal business experience. His father and mother were both university 

professors, though his father had his own engineering consultancy business dealing with construction 



projects. Marc’s granddad on his mother’s side had a very well-known jewellery shop in Girona, 

dating from 1834. On his father’s side, the family had a successful butcher’s shop. Although Marc’s 

business experience was limited, he had frequently helped his granddad at the jewellery shop, and 

when he got his degree he worked with his father in the engineering consultancy business. At 

university, Marc was teaching a postgraduate course in electronic commerce and several summer 

courses. The director of his department offered him the chance to set up a new subject: electronic 

commerce. Thus, he organised the full new course from scratch. These activities provided him with an 

outstanding knowledge and contacts in this particular field. Hence, University of Girona was the first 

university in Catalonia to have a postgraduate course on electronic commerce, an embryonic subject in 

Spain in 1999. 

Finally, Robert Llach was the last co-founder who also worked in the company. He was one of Marc’s 

best friends and graduated in accountancy. Marc and Carles were looking for someone who had 

practical experience in accounting and administration, someone reliable and willing to face new 

challenges. Therefore, Robert was their best option. Robert was also 25 years old at the founding of 

the firm and since he was 18 he had been working in several companies (real state agents, construction 

companies, banks, etc.).

The founding team was completed with four more people in order to complement the team’s 

competences and capabilities. Marcel and Roger were contacted to join the project. They had both 

created a marketing consultancy company a few years before. Their company was very successful and 

they founded a second company, a marketing research firm. Moreover, they were thinking of 

expanding their businesses and the internet was a very attractive sector for them because they wanted 

to build an online consumer panel to conduct marketing research. 

Marcel was from Girona. He had attended the same secondary school as Carles and had gone out with 

Carles’ eldest sister. He was 31 years old and had a master’s degree from the University of Barcelona 

in marketing research and a bachelor’s degree in international management and commerce from 

Portsmouth University. Before establishing his marketing consultancy company, he had worked as a 

technical expert in market research at Hewlett Packard and PRM International where he met his future 

business partner. Marcel was also a part-time lecturer at Barcelona University in the faculty of 

economics and business. Furthermore, Marcel’s father had his own business, a consulting firm in

Girona with over 30 workers. Roger, a 33 year-old graduate from the Barcelona University holding a 

master’s degree in business administration, had worked as a product manager in Henkel Ibérica and 

PRM International before establishing the firm with Marcel. He was also a part-time lecturer at 

Barcelona University in the faculty of economics and business. 



David (35) and Josep (30), both of them journalists and quite bohemian, were the last to join the team. 

Like Marcel and Roger, they also had parallel careers. First, they both had studied journalism at the 

Autonomous University of Barcelona. Second, they also had broad experience in the press and in the 

television sector. Finally, they were working together for the 3xl portal, the official portal of Catalan 

regional TV Station. They were the owners of Postpop.com, the musical portal that Carles developed 

while he was working in the website developing company in Barcelona, and the first to have the idea 

to create a robot to integrate news stories from other music portals into theirs. Thus, they were really 

happy to be involved in the project although they would not work on it.

Origins and Development of NAO

At the end of 1999, Marc was working as assistant professor at University of Girona, doing research in 

the field of Electronic Commerce and eBusiness when he came across an old university peer, Carles. 

At that time, Carles was still finishing his master’s degree and working part-time as a freelancer

developing websites. Marc was a member of the Catalan Industrial Engineering Association (COEIC), 

and helped them in IT matters. The COEIC wanted to change its information system and develop a 

website to provide services to their associates. As Marc was in charge of the project, he proposed 

Carles to build up COEIC’s new website. In December 1999, when the website was almost completed, 

Carles showed to Marc a very interesting project he had been implementing in his previous job. It was 

a music magazine’s website that after six months of operations had ran out of money and the owners 

could not afford new articles. These owners (David and Josep), who were well-known journalists, 

asked Carles to create a robot (an advanced software system) to track, capture, and classify news from 

other music portals and to integrate them in their music magazine’s website. This robot would search

the main music portals in the internet for news and articles related to music events. Then, it would 

classify and integrate those news items and articles in the main page of their music magazine. This 

technology avoided the so-called “empty portal syndrome” by providing a continuous flow of updated 

feeds in that website. 

Carles was very surprised to see the success of this technology in that website. Not only did the 

number of visitors not decrease, but it began to grow steadily. Marc showed a great interest in this 

technology because it could be a very promising business opportunity. Therefore he asked Marc to 

create a new firm with him to exploit this concept. The opportunity that Marc saw was to expand the 

use of this searching technology to any website that looked for information, not only related to music. 

In fact, the idea was to generate an online news aggregation platform to cover the informational needs 

of any website. In addition, this platform could also be used for competitive intelligence purposes. 

This was the embryo to what later became the first content aggregation venture in Spain. 



Before Marc and Carles took the decision to create the new firm to exploit the opportunity, they 

started to investigate the market and looked for similar initiatives in Spain and in other countries. They 

found a start-up, called Moreover, created in August 1998 by Nick Denton, an ex-FT journalist that 

was able to obtain investment from Atlas Venture and a group of Amazon.com executives in June 

1999. Moreover defined itself as the leading online news aggregation service in the world. Its 

sophisticated harvesting technology aggregated news and information from over 1,500 web sources in 

near real-time, and then assembled web feeds into more than 300 categories. Later in June 2000, 

Moreover was able to raise $21M from Reuters. Marc and Carles were very excited to find out a new 

company that was already doing what they were planning to do and that had been able to obtain funds. 

On the spur of the moment they both decided to go with the idea of creating a firm. Their main 

motivation to create a new firm was the challenge to invent and exploit something new that did not 

exist at the moment. They were also tired of working for others and wanted to develop their own 

project. 

Planning Stage

The founding team invested a tremendous amount of effort initially to determine the needs of different 

potential customers for the services they were planning to offer. This phase lasted approximately five 

months, from January to May 2000, and followed four main steps: definition of the business idea; 

extensive competitors’ and market analysis; complementing the founding team; and preparation of the 

business plan and investment proposal.

(1) Definition of the Business Idea

First of all, Marc and Carles wrote down the business idea they had in mind. The following paragraph 

is the transcript of Marc’s answer to what the business idea was: 

“The idea was to develop a content aggregation platform to gather, categorise, and 

deliver online news. We wanted to offer it to websites that couldn’t afford real-time, reliable,

and relevant online news. We also thought that we could offer a free news portal to end users, 

where they could easily monitor any information that they wanted. For example, if you’re a 

Madonna fan, you could define an email alert to receive daily any information related to her 

in your email account. Our initial idea of a revenue model was advertising because in early 

2000, advertising was the most important source of income for most internet-based firms. 

Advertisers were paying between €30 and €200 per every thousand pages that users visit, so 

the key point was to have a lot of traffic in your site. Just imagine that you have 1,000,000 

viewed pages per month, which makes €1.2 M per year!”



Based on their definition of the business idea, they investigated the main needs that such a service was 

required to meet. According to Marc, they wanted to provide a service that covered the following 

needs:

 Track relevant real-time information from an expansive list of publications, including 

premium international and regional news sites, corporate websites, government press pages, 

weblogs, discussion boards, and more;

 Classify this information into pre-built topics or custom topics for rapid delivery of precisely 

targeted news;

 Provide tools to efficiently manage all of this information: search facilities, email alerts, 

format options, etc;

 Deliver and integrate all of this information into custom applications: websites, intranets, 

enterprise portals, emails, etc.

The main benefit of this technology is the time and costs savings on the localisation, classification, 

delivery, and integration of online precisely targeted news. Therefore, NAO could provide online press 

clipping services, integration of news feeds in portals, and database news searches among other 

services.

(2) Extensive Competitors’ and Market Analysis

The next step that the founders took was to roughly analyse the market, basically in two directions: (1) 

was there any company offering similar or substitute services in Spain; and, (2) what were the main 

characteristics that made this service useful for users? Their approach to these questions took different 

forms. First, they looked for similar initiatives all over the world. The result was a very accurate 

comparative table between the different competitors in this market, including those selling substitute 

products. All of this information was based on a content analysis of their websites. The variables 

analysed in each case were: date of founding, brief description of the firm, technology (proprietary vs. 

non-proprietary, indexing, categorisation, customisation, delivery, etc.), content (number of sources, 

online vs. offline, news, articles, papers, business information, etc.), services portfolio (characteristics, 

prices, promotion, etc.), clients, sales volume, financial ratios, and founders.

Following this gathering of information, they roughly analysed the demand-side by focusing on 

consumer studies of what users appreciated the most in a website, and how websites obtain real-time 

information to update the content in their webpages. According to Marc:

“All of the studies that we reviewed showed that internet users generally look for 

updated online news, with at least 30% of them having access to online newspapers. Besides, 

websites have understood that updated content helps to retain buyers, so many of them are 

beginning to demand aggregated content for their websites.”



All of the information gathered in this step helped the cyberentrepreneurs to detect a gap in the market 

and to gain knowledge of the sector they were planning to enter. Marc and Carles also stressed the 

difficulty in finding information about competitor and customer needs due to the novelty of this 

service. One of the main barriers they detected was the unwillingness of both websites and users to 

pay for content; everything was supposed to be free at that time in the internet.

(3) Complementing the Founding Team

After defining their business idea and understanding how the market worked, Marc and Carles realised 

that they had to involve more partners to successfully develop their project because their main 

competences were in technology at that moment. They needed partners with marketing, financial, and 

journalistic backgrounds and experience. In fact, according to Marc, there were three main pillars in 

that project that needed to be considered: technology, content, and marketing. While the entrepreneurs 

started to write down their business plan, they also began to look for partners to complement the team. 

Therefore, they first contacted Robert, who was very experienced in finances, as previously

mentioned. With this initial team, they informally presented the project to a marketing consultancy 

business that was owned by friends of Carles, Marcel and Roger. They immediately showed a great 

interest in the project because they thought that it could help to build up a consumer panel among the 

users of the news portal to conduct market studies on consumer preferences. Furthermore, they were 

able to involve the owners of the music magazine’s website that had initially proposed to create a 

robot for content aggregation purposes. With these new partners, the content, the technology, and the 

marketing pillars were established. Interestingly, it took a short time to complement the team.

(4) Preparation of the Business Plan and an Investment Proposal

The process of preparing the business plan was complex, interactive, and time consuming. At the 

beginning of April 2000, Marc and Carles had already written down their first business plan draft that 

was presented to the founding team. The plan included an investment proposal and the distribution of 

the different tasks and shares among all the team members. This last part was probably the toughest to 

negotiate. According to Carles:

“We all agreed on almost every aspect of the plan, but we really had a difficult 

negotiation regarding the distribution of the shares. The main problem was that some of the 

members of the team would not join the project to work in the company, they would only 

provide equity, others would work half-time, while others would work full-time. Finally, some 

would just provide temporary work. So, you can imagine the difficulty in trying to reach an 

agreement on the percentage of equity of each team member.” 

After a month of discussions, they came to an agreement and decided to share out the equity according 

to the contribution to the company (i.e. work and money provided by each partner). Taking as a time 



frame of three years, they calculated the total budget of the project. Then, they computed the 

contribution of each partner in terms of money and labour, thus resulting in the distribution of shares 

in the following percentages: Carles 25%, Marc 24%, Robert 5%, Marcel and Roger 14% each, and 

David and Josep 9% each. At the beginning, Carles, Marc and Robert would not contribute any money 

to the equity because they provided labour without being paid by the company. This was the 

agreement reached with the rest of the founding team. They would work for a year without wage but 

after this time, they would begin to earn a wage according to their responsibilities and capabilities. 

Should NAO not be able to pay such a wage, their accumulated earnings would be considered as a 

contribution to the equity and the total equity would be increased proportionally.

At this point, the end of April 2000, the team started to review the business plan draft and after four 

brainstorming sessions the first business plan was finished. However, they all agreed that a more 

accurate market analysis was needed to successfully define their products and implement the business 

idea. Marcel and Roger offered themselves to develop an offline market research study to identify the 

target audience, whether the market for it was big enough, and on what conditions future customers 

would buy the services. According to Carles, a mistake was made at this stage that later provoked 

problems among Carles and Roger, and among the working vs. non-working founding members of the 

team:

“The team did not talk about who was going to pay for this study, we just did it. Later 

on, Marcel and Roger requested the money his company spent on such research but I did not 

agree on the quantity. In fact, I think it was a sort of revenge for the wage policy that we 

approved.” 

Implementation Stage

The implementation stage lasted from June 2000 until the end of November 2001 when a redefinition 

of the business was accomplished. Marc went to different public administrations to find out what 

support was available for the creation of a new firm and obtained legal advice at Girona’s town 

council free of charge. This help implied that NAO could be given vouchers that could be used to pay 

consultants, lawyers, and agencies helping the team in the administrative task of legally constituting 

the firm and writing the formal business plan. The next step was to register the name of the firm and 

the trademark at the central registry office. A lawyer wrote down the company’s bylaws. The company 

was officially constituted on the 29th of June 2000 by the public notary. The process of legally 

constituting the firm had taken two months and had cost approximately €1,750. According to Marc,

there was too much bureaucracy in this whole process:

“It was incredible the number of forms that we had to fill in and the time that it took to 

constitute the firm. We could hardly believe that we spent two months in the process and paid

almost €2,000 to have nothing at all, except the right to begin our operations.”



While they were legally establishing the firm, they also found a 60 squared-metre cheap office in the 

centre of Girona and rented it.

Working Team 

From the beginning, only Marc, Carles, and Robert were working in NAO. The rest of the members of 

the founding team did not work in NAO, although they took part in the meetings of the board of 

directors, and coordinated and developed certain tasks apart from providing money. For example, 

David and Josep were in charge of the content; they selected and classified all of the sources and 

coordinated the tasks of the documentalists. They also defined all of the processes needed to 

successfully maintain the database and the different categories and key words needed to classify the 

information. In addition, they helped to define the rules that the robots should follow to obtain and 

classify the information. Marcel and Roger were mainly the capitalists and the marketing advisors. 

They provided the initial equity to create the firm (approximately €36,000), and they also conducted 

the market analysis. Unfortunately, they failed to provide contacts from their network of customers to 

whom the services of NAO could be sold.

Three more people were involved at this stage and they were selected according to the tasks described 

in the business plan. First, a software engineer helped to develop the first platform and he was later 

hired by Nokia. Second, a database services technician configured the internal network, servers, and 

other systems, like databases. Third, a documentalist was in charge of the news sources database. Both 

the software engineer and the database services manager were recruited at the university where Marc 

was teaching. They were still finishing their degrees and they both needed to do an internship in a 

company, so it was quite easy to involve them in the project at a very low cost. 

Initially, NAO was very similar to a garage star-up. The funding was just enough to develop the first 

platform but everyone knew that more funding would be needed in the near future. According to 

Carles:

“Our initial idea was to demonstrate that we could do what we had planned. It was 

risky, a challenge, but we were convinced of our capabilities. Furthermore, our business plan 

was structured in two phases: the prototype phase where the main objective was to develop 

the platform without the need of big investments; and the launching phase where we would 

need much more investment and support to make the business grow.”



Product Development

Before having the capability to develop the platform, the founding team had to spend two months 

setting up the office and buying servers, furniture, and other stuff. This was a tough job but all agreed 

that it helped to integrate and build the team spirit of the working founders. According to Robert:

“I still remember polishing the floor, painting the walls, fixing the electrical wire, etc. I 

would never do that again, it was really hard, the next time I’ll pay for it. However, it really 

helped to get to know each other; we were all in the same boat.”

Finally, in September 2000, everything was ready and the working team started to develop the 

technology. For five months, the team worked very hard to develop the first news aggregation 

platform in Spain and launched NAO’s website in the first week of February 2001. During this period, 

Carles focussed on the technical problems and on coordinating the development team consisting of 

three members. Marc also helped in this task, but he mainly focussed on commercial issues. He visited 

many potential customers to show them the developments with the platform and to gather suggestions 

that would help to improve the service. He also compiled marketing databases and websites in which 

to advertise their service, and also scanned the environment for new competitors, trends, and 

opportunities. In summary, Marc focussed on every aspect related to the marketing plan, although his 

experience was not in marketing. David and Josep also gave some support in this task, but less than 

expected. Robert mainly focused on administrative and financing matters, but also helped Marc in his 

commercial task.

The internet bubble of the late 1990s was remarkable by almost any measure. In 1999, 294 internet 

firms went public, raising more than $20 billion. By March 1st 2000, internet firms had a combined 

market value of $1.7 trillion, reflecting a spectacular rise in stock prices: between January 1999 and 

February 2000, the Internet Stock Index (ISDEX) more than tripled in value. Perhaps more 

impressive, however, was the subsequent fall in valuations. By the end of 2000, the ISDEX had 

returned to its level on January 1st 1999. It fell another 69% over the subsequent nine months, for a 

total decline of nearly 90%. Such a price drop was associated with the arrival of adverse news that 

triggered a significant change in investor expectations. This change in the environment significantly 

affected NAO. Marc and Carles realised that the business opportunity that they were planning to 

exploit would not provide enough revenue to survive. Therefore, they organised a meeting with the 

rest of the founding team to redefine their business model. This change of orientation was conducted 

in two parts. The first redefinition took place while they were still developing their services and 

technology in this implementation stage, while the second redefinition would take place after the first 

sales were made.



First Redefinition and Product Launching

Regarding the first redefinition phase, they changed their initial plan of offering a free news portal to 

end users because advertising fees were exponentially declining, so they could not expect enough 

earnings from this revenue model. Therefore, they focused on providing content to websites, intranets,

and extranets. Based on subscriptions, websites would pay a monthly fee for a continuous flow of 

aggregated content in their websites. Interestingly, NAO had already an order before the launching. 

This order came from one of the visits that Marc performed in the previous stage and it became a sort 

of beta-tester for NAO’s services. The next step was to decide what marketing actions were needed 

while taking account of their lack of budget for any marketing campaigns. Considering that all of their 

customers had a website (a compulsory requirement for the service), the team decided that the best 

channel to promote their services was the internet. According to Marc:

“It is really difficult, when you don’t have much money to carry out marketing actions;

you have to struggle with your brain to come up with a wise idea to cheaply advertise your 

services. In our case, this was an affiliate network, a webmasters network to test our 

technology free of charge. It was a real success, within a month we already had over 2,000 

affiliates.” 

They thought that the best way to promote their services was to offer them free of charge. However, 

they had to think about a solution that would quickly penetrate the market and, at the same time, did 

not cannibalise their own professional services. Therefore, they studied several web services available 

on the internet such as free email. The idea was to offer an affiliate program consisting of some pre-

selected topics that a webmaster could easily integrate onto their own website with its own design in a 

couple of minutes. These pre-selected topics had an advert with the sentence “do you need free 

headlines in you web?” that invited other webmasters to sign up for this affiliate service. This 

initiative was very successful and at the end of 2001 NAO had reached over 17,000 affiliates. This 

database of potential customers was NAO’s first source of orders. Moreover, it helped to build NAO’s 

brand and awareness in their sector. 

Getting Finance 

Thanks to the awareness obtained through the affiliate initiative, NAO successfully participated in 

many contests related to business plans and technology firms. During this phase, they also applied for 

financial funding to two important programmes and got them. The first one was a programme called 

“technological trampoline” which provided almost €90,000 in funding to develop advanced 

technology in content aggregation. This programme was offered by the regional government 

(Generalitat de Catalunya) to those technology-based companies created by university researchers and 

professors. The second one was a programme called “Neotec” which provided a €200,000 soft loan 

(the loan had only to be repaid if the company succeeded in commercialising its services) and it also 



was to be used to develop advanced technology in content aggregation. This programme was offered 

by the national government to those new prospective high-growth technology-based companies. Marc 

and Carles spent almost one year doing all of the paper work and preparing the application for these 

programmes. The financial funding given by these programmes were tied to the condition of an 

increase of the equity by the same amount (i.e. €200,000).  In order to carry out this equity increase, 

the team focussed on negotiating NAO’s first round of investment with Ericsson and Retevisión, the 

sponsors of the e-entrepreneurship contest organised by the regional government that NAO had won in 

July 2001. These sponsors had the obligation to invest 50% of the funding needed by NAO up to 

€300,000 if the company provided the remaining 50%, which was already obtained through the above 

two programmes.

Unfortunately, these sponsors did not fulfil their obligation due to the critical financial situation that 

Ericsson and Retevisión were facing during 2002. As Marc highlighted:

“We did spend a lot of time negotiating with the sponsors, we accepted all of their 

requirements because we thought that it could launch NAO but they did not act in a fair way. 

We had even done two Due Diligences, one technological and one financial. They were 

obliged to invest in NAO according to the contest stipulations but they didn’t. In November 

2002 we decided to take legal action against them for breaking the rules.”2

At this point, NAO’s financial situation was very delicate because although it was significantly 

increasing its sales, its expenses still exceeded the revenue so that the company was running out of 

cash (€84,658 in sales but €103,469 in operating costs at the end of 2002). Secondly, wages were very 

low, far below the market. The working founders were seeking an increase of their wages from the 

non-working founders. Finally, the company could not obtain the funds that they had won in the 

programmes and contest because the team did not have enough money to increase the equity by 

€200,000 to comply with the conditions. The deadline for increasing the equity to obtain the 

programmes’ funds was June 2003. 

This whole situation created serious problems among the founding team members, especially between 

the working and non-working founders. The situation almost led to the closure of the company. Carles 

and Roger had so many big arguments on the issue that since then they have never talked again to each 

other. Carles was demanding an increase in equity to pay decent wages, even though the increase 

would not be sufficient to comply with the conditions of the contest. But Roger considered that the 

team should go on with the effort of earning low wages until break-even was reached. The rest of the 

team mediated in the dispute and proposed an intermediate solution that led to a sufficient increase of 

the equity to be able to raise their wages.

                                               
2 The case is now at the Supreme Court of Catalonia and the decision is not expected before 2008



Fortunately, in November 2002 a very big purchasing order came from the biggest traditional press-

clipping company in Spain (Presscut). This company wanted to integrate NAO’s services in its 

platform and they had heard about NAO when it participated in a business plan contest. This order and 

a subsequent increase of the equity by €60,000 proportionally provided by all of the shareholders in 

January 2003 was a ray of light in the darkness. In addition, NAO began to capitalise on the marketing 

actions implemented in this stage. In parallel, NAO contacted a regional governmental business 

angels’ programme called ARC, which had the aim of putting new companies in contact with private 

investors. This programme worked pretty well and within a month a contact was established with two 

business angels (Efund and Newsfund) who were very interested in NAO, with negotiations starting in 

January 2003. In fact, the process was very quick because NAO had already conducted all of the Due 

Diligences needed for the funding process when negotiating with Ericsson and Retevisión. Therefore, 

in June 2003 NAO closed its first round of investment. The business angels provided €140,000 of 

funding and received 22.5% of the equity. With this increase of equity, NAO could get the €90,000 

and the €200,000 from the above mention programmes. A Board of Directors composed of Marc, 

Carles, and a member of each of the two business angels was constituted. The distribution of shares 

before and after this first round of investment is shown in Table 2.

Table 2 - Distribution of Shares Before and After NAO’s First Round of Investment

Before investment round (June 

2003)

After investment round (June 2003)

% Equity % Equity Surplus

Carles 25 24,015.18 19.375 24,015.44 0

Marc 24 23,054.58 18.6 23,054.82 0

Robert 14 13,448.50 10.85 13,448.65 0

Marcel 14 13,448.50 10.85 13,448.65 0

Roger 9 8,645.47 6.975 8,645.56 0

David 9 8,645.47 6.975 8,645.56 0

Josep 5 4,803.04 3.875 4,803.09 0

Efund 0 0 15 18,592.60 74,887.17

Newsfund 0 0 7.5 9,296.30 37,443.58

Total 100 96,060.73 100 123,950.66 112,330.75

Efund was formed in 1989 and was actively involved in Eastern European countries. Newsfund was 

formed in 2003, coinciding with the investment in NAO. It was a young investment company 

specialising in new technologies’ projects. It was expected that Newsfund would contribute to NAO, 

besides money, with its technological know-how and its experience in marketing of services related to 

ICTs. Together with the constitution of this new Board of Directors, the by-laws were changed. 

Among others, the following decisions had to be approved now by the Board with three favourable 

votes: increase of equity, the annual budget, the signature of contracts over €10,000, and an increase of 

wages over the cost of living. The result was that the two new investors with only 22.5% of the equity 



controlled the company. In the beginning Marc and Carles were excited about the new Board because 

they thought that it would help a lot, especially in the marketing of NAO’s services. However, after 

some months, they both realised that the new Directors were not contributing as expected. Most of the 

board meetings were used to explain to the investors what the company was doing. Marc and Carles 

also realised that they would have to make the decisions by themselves. In addition, the bureaucratic 

work increased because Marc had to prepare a report to the Board every month.  

Practically all of the money from this investing round was devoted to marketing actions. A sales 

manager (Albert Vila) was contracted and a new office in Girona was rented. Two software engineers 

and an administrative person were also employed. At this time, Robert was helping the sales manager 

and Marc, although he was the CEO, also helped in selling. NAO assigned 10% of this budget for 

marketing campaigns. The result was significant and at the end of 2003 NAO was already selling 

€212,149, more than doubling its revenues from the previous year. 

Second Redefinition

The order that came from Presscut in November 2002 and the frequent meetings held to coordinate the 

integration of aggregated content to Presscut’s network of websites drew the attention of Marc and 

Carles to a new service that many Presscut’s clients were demanding: online press-clipping services. 

This fact led to a second redefinition phase of NAO’s business model. NAO’s founding team realised 

that their technology could be applied to offer a service that they had not thought of at the beginning: 

press-clipping services to documentary departments. In Spain, this sector was worth over €60 million 

in sales per year. In addition, Presscut had over 20% of this market, TNS another 20%, and the rest of 

the market was very fragmented. The team saw a very interesting opportunity to diversify its business 

and began to adapt its technology to offer all of the applications required to effectively provide such a 

service. Within five months, 25% of NAO’s sales came from this new online press-clipping service. In 

May 2003, NAO had already reached the monthly break even and it also received a first bid from 

Presscut to buy a part of its equity. For this company, NAO had already become a strategic issue. 

Future Business Concept and Growth Strategy

Albert Vila, the new sales manager, who was selected jointly by Carles and Marc, reported to Marc. 

Since his incorporation into the company, Marc and Carles began to have arguments on how to 

manage growth. For example, Carles thought that Marc’s supervision was too close while Marc 

thought that Albert was not capable of managing the sales department (3 people). Marc thought that 

Albert was a good salesman and very committed to NAO but did not know how to lead a team. In 

order not to quarrel with Carles, in May 2004 Marc decided to reduce his monitoring task and his sales 

activities, and allowed Albert more freedom, including assigning him a sales budget. In the summer of 



2004, the sales manager proposed to open a new office in Barcelona and to hire three salesmen. Marc 

asked Albert for a budget but he was unable to prepare it alone and requested Marc’s help in this 

matter. They both prepared the budget based on Albert’s forecasts and it was then approved by the 

Board of Directors. At this time, the relationships between Carles and Marc had become worse and 

even a psychologist was contracted to help reconciliation. 

In December 2004, Barcelona’s office costs were further exceeding its revenues. Sales forecasts had 

been too optimistic and actual sales were 25% behind Albert’s forecast. Most of Albert’s marketing 

actions had not succeeded and he did not even realise that some of his salesmen were doing a poor job. 

For example, one of salesmen did not sell a single service within 6 months. Moreover, the sales team 

argued that Albert spent a lot of time selling but fully neglected to coordinate and coach the sales 

force. He was unable to organise the selling activities in a systematic way and neglected to control the 

results of sales force. In addition, new competitors from abroad were appearing on the scene. For 

example, Google and Yahoo developed GoogleNews and YahooNews, which in certain cases could 

substitute NAO’s services. Therefore, this provoked a new reorganisation. The major actions taken 

were:

 Barcelona’s office was shut down and two salesmen were fired. The sales manager and a 

salesman were incorporated into the Girona office. Additionally, the sales manager had to 

report the sales force results to the Board of Directors and he could not spend a single penny 

without Marc’s approval.

 A big effort was put into NAO’s ERP. This ERP was developed inside the company due to the 

uniqueness of the services commercialised by NAO and the fact that no single ERP’s existing 

solution in the market would satisfy its requirements. At this point, NAO’s development team 

focused on implementing a CRM to get control of the offers and customers. They wanted to 

know the conversion rates that they had, the time that took a potential customer to buy the 

service, the costs associated with a sale, the costs of a campaign, etc. Marc also had to define a 

new sales system and the data that the salesmen would have to introduce in this ERP to 

successfully control offers and sales.

 Brainstorming sessions were conducted among all the members of the team (15 people at that 

time) in order to think about short-term actions that could provide cash to the company. These 

sessions led to the development of new services such as: repositories, CD’s to store all of the 

information generated by a client in a year, new potential clients, etc.

 Carles began to delegate his technical management tasks and focused on commercial issues. 

He tried to start a new line of services: Technological Solutions. In fact, he looked for 

additional applications of the aggregation technology already developed by NAO.

 Some of the budget items were cut down, for example communication costs (€1,700/monthly). 

All of these actions began to produce some results in May 2005, when NAO had nearly reached its 

break-even point again (see Table 3).



Table 3 - Information from the profit and loss account and balance sheet

2002 (€) 2003 (€) 2004 (€) May 2005, 

included (€)

Only May 

2005 (€)

Sales 84,658 212,149 277,848 155,826 38,705

Operating costs 103,469 251,446 350,021 188,745 39,704

Profit -18,810 -39,297 -72,173 -32,919 -1,001

In the meantime, the relationship between Carles and Marc had worsened. Besides the different 

viewpoints on the marketing strategy, there was a deep disagreement between them on the future 

business concept and growth strategy. Marc thought that NAO’s core competence was the 

development of technology related to aggregation purposes and that their biggest weakness was 

selling. Moreover, the cost of obtaining a new client was too high to maintain a large sales force (over 

€240/client direct costs per €720/contract). Therefore a different marketing strategy was needed. 

Marc’s idea was to franchise its technology to press-clipping companies that would sell these services. 

There was also a second acquisition offer made by Presscut that would guarantee NAO’s survival and 

would enable them to apply its technology to other press-clipping services (audio, TV, etc.). 

Furthermore, big internet groups like Yahoo, Google, and Verisign began to be interested in this sector 

by developing aggregation technology and acquiring companies. Meanwhile, Carles wanted to be 

completely independent from any other firm, and maintain or even enlarge the marketing department. 

Hence, their main disagreement was in the very different alternatives: whether NAO should in the 

future be a technological or a service company. Apart from this basic disagreement, the psychologist 

also identified a big difference in Carles and Marc’s leadership styles and the way in which they

handle daily operations. This difference led to a division of the whole team into two subgroups: one in 

favour of Marc and the other in favour of Carles. The question was – would this arrangement work?



Appendix 1 - Terms and Definitions

B2B: is the exchange of products, services, or information between businesses rather than between 

businesses and consumers. Although early interest centred on the growth of retailing on the internet, 

forecasts are that B2B revenue will far exceed business-to-consumers (B2C) revenue in the near 

future.

CRM: short for Customer Relationship Management. CRM entails all aspects of interaction a 

company has with its customer, whether it is sales or service related.

ERP: short for Enterprise Resource Planning, a business management system that integrates all facets

of the business, including planning, manufacturing, sales, and marketing. 

JavaScript: is a programming language developed by Netscape to enable Web authors to design 

interactive sites. JavaScript can interact with HTML source code, enabling Web authors to spice up 

their sites with dynamic content. JavaScript is endorsed by a number of software companies and is an 

open language that anyone can use without purchasing a license. 

RSS (Really Simple Syndication): is a document type that lists updates of websites or blogs available 

for syndication. These RSS documents (also known as 'feeds') may be read using aggregators. RSS 

feeds may show headlines only or both headlines and summaries.

Web Content Aggregator: is an entity that can transparently collect and analyze information from 

multiple web data sources.

Weblog: a diary-style site, in which the author (a “blogger”) links to other web pages he or she finds 

interesting using entries posted in reverse chronological order. A weblog is similar to a diary or 

journal that is organized, managed, and made available through a web site.

XML: Short for Extensible Mark-up Language, a specification developed by the W3C. XML is a 

pared-down version of SGML, designed especially for Web documents. It allows designers to create 

their own customized tags, enabling the definition, transmission, validation, and interpretation of data 

between applications and between organisations. 


